Small satellites have proven to be viable Earth observation platforms. These satellites operate in regimes of increased trajectory uncertainty where traditional planning approaches can lead to suboptimal task plans, limiting science return. Previous formulations of the space mission planning problem decouple trajectory prediction and planning, which leads to task plans that are less robust to uncertainty. We present a Markov decision process formulation of the problem that accounts for uncertainties by incorporating a distribution of possible collection windows characterized through Monte Carlo simulation. An approximate solution technique yields tasking schedules with rewards comparable to the conventional methods while simultaneously reducing the variations caused by uncertainties and improving runtime.
Introduction
In recent years, small satellites have demonstrated their value as Earth observation platforms capable of hosting a variety of metrology payloads. Dividing the workload of a single large satellite between multiple smaller satellites has been shown to reduce cost, provide robustness to singlepoint-failures, and increase diversity in viewing geometries [Brown and Eremenko, 2006; D'Errico, 2012] . These small satellite platforms typically operate in low Earth orbit (LEO). Operating in this orbit regime presents its own unique set of challenges. A satellite in LEO can only be directly commanded for brief periods over ground stations so task schedules must be generated that are autonomously executed. Furthermore, drag, the most challenging astrodynamic force to model, becomes the dominant source of uncertainty in trajectory prediction. This paper studies the effect of orbit prediction errors on task scheduling.
Satellite task scheduling involves choosing imaging opportunities to maximize an observation objective given a set of target locations to observe, the satellite trajectory, and a planning horizon. Common objectives include maximizing the number of images collected, timeliness of data return, or total monetary reward. There are often constraints on ground or on-board resources. These constraints are particularly relevant to small satellites as the reduction in platform size is associated with reductions in power generation, energy storage, and on-board data storage capacity. Time constrained task-sequencing has been shown to be NP-complete [Garey and Johnson, 1979] ; consequently, various formulations and heuristics have been introduced over the years [Hall and Magazine, 1994; Lemaître et al., 2002; Bianchessi, 2005; Augenstein et al., 2016] .
Past work on satellite task planning has decoupled the problems of orbit prediction and task planning. The trajectory is assumed to always be accurate when computing imaging opportunities. This modeling assumption neglects the uncertainties introduced in both the orbit determination and orbit prediction stages. Orbit prediction in low Earth orbit is especially challenging given the large uncertainties in atmospheric drag models [Vallado and Finkleman, 2014] . These modeling errors have been observed to introduce orbit prediction errors as large as 200 km after a 2-day period [Riesing, 2015] .
The challenge of task planning is compounded by the fact that constraints on spacecraft agility (slew time required to reorient the sensor) encourage optimization algorithms to favor imaging at the edge of target visibility to maximize the total number of collections taken. Planning collections at the edge of feasibility leads to the possibility that a location may not be visible at the planned collection time if the true trajectory diverges from the predicted. Therefore, a schedule will tend to underperform the computed reward found by scheduling algorithms that do not account for the uncertainties introduced by orbit prediction errors.
This paper studies how uncertainty in trajectory prediction affects satellite task planning and presents a solution to the problem. The effect of orbit estimation and prediction errors on target viewing times is quantified using a high-fidelity orbit propagator. We present a formulation of the satellite tasking problem as a Markov decision process that incorporates uncertainty in transitions and solved using forward search. The performance of the MDP approach is compared to two other planning approaches in simulation.
Orbit Modeling and Prediction Errors
A scheduling algorithm takes as input a set of geographic locations to be imaged and a satellite trajectory. The trajectory is used to determine the time windows when the satellite has direct line-of-sight to an imaging location. The system must decide at each point in time whether to capture an image or not. Limitations on small satellite power generation and data capacity prevent continuous collection of data for most sensor payloads. Errors in the satellite state estimate can cause the start and end times of a visibility window to shift earlier or later in time compared to the "true" trajectory, effectively changing the set of feasible actions. Planning algorithms either assume it is always best to capture images at the first possible opportunity to fit the greatest number of collects within the planning horizon [Bianchessi and Righini, 2008; Aldinger and Löhr, 2013] , or the behavior naturally arises when constraints on resources are introduced. The tendency to plan to the edge of feasibility gives rise to task schedules that are not robust to errors in the trajectory estimate. To understand the effect of trajectory uncertainties on plan optimality, we introduce a high-fidelity orbit dynamics model for trajectory and image opportunity prediction then analyze how small differences in initial conditions affect the start and end times.
Orbit Modeling
The equations of motion describing a satellite trajectory can be formulated in the Cartesian Earth-centered inertial frame from Newtonian mechanics. A satellite's acceleration is related to the total force f total acting on it, which is a function of time t, position r, and velocity v. By numerically integrating
forward in time, the position and velocity at future times can be computed.
To simplify the formulation of the force model, the total force can be decomposed into the sum of Earth's gravity and other perturbing forces as
The most significant perturbing forces outside of gravity are atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, third-body gravity of the Sun and Moon, and first-order corrections for the effects of special and general relativity. The fidelity of the dynamics simulation is determined by which additional perturbing forces are included and how closely the individual perturbation models capture the effect of the true physical phenomenon they are describing. Some forces like gravity and relativity are well understood, while others like atmospheric drag are notoriously difficult to model. The instantaneous drag force depends on the local atmospheric density, which varies with geocentric position, solar activity, altitude, and the molecular interactions of the atomic gases with the spacecraft surface materials. The selection of models used in the rest of this work are shown in Table 1 [ Montenbruck and Gill, 2012; Vallado, 2013; Petit and Luzum, 2010; Pavlis et al., 2008] . The dynamics modeling code is available as the open-source Julia package available at https://github.com/sisl/SatelliteDynamics.jl.
Effect Prediction Errors on Image Collection
Let there be a set of images I, which have been requested to be imaged over a time span [0, T ] where T is the planning horizon. Each image, i ∈ I, is defined by an Earth-fixed center point. Over the planning horizon each image has a set of windows of opportunity O i . Each individual opportunity for image i is denoted o i ∈ O i and has a start time t s and end time t e during which there is a direct line of sight from the satellite to image center. The visibility periods can be further constrained by other geometric considerations, such as a maximum allowable look-angle, θ max , from the off-nadir direction to the image center. The imaging opportunities are found by taking an initial state estimate then predicting the trajectory forward in time using the orbit dynamics model. A search algorithm is used to find the periods of the trajectory where there is a direct line of sight vector from the satellite to the image center and all other geometric imaging constraints are met. The probability that an opportunity exists, p(o i | Σ orbit , U force ), is then conditioned on the initial orbit estimate, with covariance Σ orbit , and on any additional stochastic force model parameters U force .
If the dependency on force parameters is neglected, then the satellite trajectory, and consequently the imaging opportunities, is entirely predetermined by the error in the initial conditions. Table 2 Figure 1 shows how the start of opportunity windows for 600 targets varies depending on the initial orbit uncertainty. As expected, when the initial uncertainty is small (Cases 1-3), there is very little variation in the opportunity window start times because there are no significant deviation in the trajectories. However, when the initial uncertainty is large (Cases 4-6), the predicted trajectories diverge significantly. As a result, there is significant variation in the opportunity start times. Figure 2 shows the ratio of the standard deviation of the opportunity start times to the mean opportunity duration for a 550 km orbit. The mean duration of the opportunities is approximately 180 s at this altitude. Given that collection times are typically on the order of a few seconds (≤10 s), a ratio of 0.1 means that it is possible a collect taken at the edge of an opportunity window to not be feasible. For Case 6, the ratio becomes as large as 0.52 after 24 hours, which presents a significant challenge for ensuring collects are feasible when these uncertainties are not accounted for.
While having a more accurate navigation solution significantly reduces the variation in the imaging windows, and consequently ameliorates the effect of uncertainty on task plans, more accurate navigation methods are not available to all small satellite missions. Many missions, especially cubesats, rely solely on NORAD Two Line Elements (TLEs), and therefore being able to generate task plans that are more robust to the highest levels of uncertainty would still greatly enhance mission planning capabilities. proach. In the MDP model the agent (satellite) chooses an action in the current state, receives a reward, then transitions probabilistically to the next state. The process is repeated over the planning horizon. The rest of the section describes the state, action, transition, and rewards of the MDP as well as the solution approach.
Action
The action the satellite can take is to choose the next image collection. For each image i the set of opportunities for each image O i is discretized into a set of possible collects C i to further simplify the planning problem. Although an image could be captured any time over the continuous period [t s , t e ], this opportunity window is discretized into collect sub-intervals to simplify formulating the problem and implementing the solution. The set of possible actions can be limited by constraints on spacecraft on-board resources and capabilities. Algorithm 1 is used to generate the set of possible actions for a given state s t . In Algorithm 1, s p t+1 refers to possible future states, h is the planning horizon beyond which possible actions are neglected, and c p t+1 is the collect that starts at s p t+1 . The advantage of this approach is that the planing process can impose arbitrary constraints on image collections or spacecraft resources provided they can be formulated as a function of the current state and future state f c (s t , s p t+1 ). The inclusion of the planning horizon, h also serves to limit the size of the decision space to reduce the computational complexity.
The constraint used in this work is an agility constraint imposing that the spacecraft be pointed at the image center at the start and end of each collect, and that slews between pointing vectors are limited to a 1
• /s maximum slew rate. 
is the number of images requested for collection. The upper bound on the size of the state space is 2 N P , where P is the number of discretized collections. Because the size of the state space grows exponentially with the number of images taken, finding an exact solution quickly becomes computationally intractable even for small problem sizes.
This choice of spacecraft state has the benefit of being easily extended to account for on-board resources like energy storage, thermal capacity, or momentum storage by augmenting the state with the appropriate variables.
Reward
The reward for each state s is
where r i is the reward for collecting image i ∈ I, and D(b i ) is the indicator variable
Equation (3) is formulated such that the agent is rewarded for every unique image collected and penalized for each image missing that has not yet been collected.
Transition
The state of the agent evolves probabilistically given the current state and the action taken. The distribution over the future state s t+1 is conditioned on the current state s t and the action a taken at t. However because time advances deterministically, regardless of whether the image collect is successful or not, the probability that the state transitions from b i = 0 to b i = 1 for action a is equal to the probability the associated collect is feasible given the initial orbit uncertainty. That is
The probability a collect is feasible is equal to the probability the collect start and end times are entirely within a single opportunity.
Subscripts s and e denote the start and end time of opportunity o i or collect c i for image i. Section 2 shows how the probability distribution p(c i | Σ orbit ) can be characterized using Monte Carlo simulation. The characterization of the distribution can occur offline before solving the MDP to improve runtime performance. 
for a ∈ A(s)
for s ′ ∈ S(s, a)
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Forward Search An MDP may be solved using a dynamic programming algorithm such as value iteration or policy iteration [Kochenderfer, 2015] . Solving our problem with these approaches is intractable due to the exponential growth in the state space with the number of images being planned, N . Instead we consider the approximate solution provided by the forward search algorithm presented in Algorithm 2. To find the tasking plan given the initial satellite state, the algorithm performs a search for the optimal action up to a maximum look-ahead horizon of d. After the optimal action is found, it is added to the tasking plan. The state is transitioned forward in time assuming the collection was successful, i.e. p(c i | Σ orbit ) = 1. The process is repeated until the end of the planning period T .
The horizon d is chosen based on the number of images in the problem, computational resources, and the desired optimality of the solution. Larger values of d will lead to better plans due to greater "foresight" of the algorithm when choosing actions at the cost of increased runtime. The computational complexity is O((|S| × |A|) d ). Values for d of 1, 2, or 3 were found to work well in practice depending on the number of images being requested. Values greater than 4 were not easily solvable.
Experimental Results
The simulations require a set of hypothetical imaging targets that must be collected. We used Landsat image locations to provide a realistic set of candidate imaging points [Nag et al., 2018] . The Landsat program regularly collects images of the entire globe along the pre-defined WRS-2 grid. The data set contains 16,896 coastal or land images over a 16-day repeat cycle. Table 3 presents the three different test cases used to compare the performance of each of the planning algorithms. The planning horizon is assumed to be 1 day long 600  1000  2  600  2500  3  600  5000  4  1200  1000  5  1200  2500  6 1200 5000
(a natural planning duration) and locations were randomly selected out of the total 16,896.
Alternative Solutions
To evaluate the performance of the MDP model for satellite task scheduling we implemented two other formulations of the tasking problem. The first is graph-based method where the tasking schedule is generated by finding the longest weighted path through a decision tree based on the work of Augenstein [2014] . The second is a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulation based on the work of Nag et al. [2018] .
The first approach constructs a graph where each possible collect is a node and feasible transitions between collects are edges. The optimal plan is then simply the longest weighted path, where the weights are the rewards for collecting each image. Algorithm 3 allows for the direct calculation of this cost. Here, R i is the total reward collected for the plan found passing through node i, r i is the reward for collecting the image associated with node i, and n j is the prior node associated with the highest reward. The optimal path can be found by iterating through the graph from the start to end with algorithm 3 then back-tracking from node argmax i R i .
Algorithm 3 Graph-based Tasking Algorithm
The MILP formulation attempts to solve the problem maximize i∈I cj ∈Ci
The objective represents the total reward from all image collections across all images. The first constraint is the integer constraint on the binary decision of whether the collect is taken or not. The second constraint imposes a limit of at most one collect taken per each image to ensure that the solution attempts to capture all images. The final constraint captures planning constraints on agility and time. For all collects C, across all images, if collect c l is not in the action space of collect c k , then a mutual-exclusion constraint is added. The action space for collects A(c), can be computed using a modified version of Algorithm 1 where only the constraint function is one on spacecraft agility. The MILP formulation can only incorporate agility constraints, not resource constraints, since planning is performed over collections, not the true spacecraft state.
Test Results
To evaluate the performance of each of the three scheduling methods, a trajectory was simulated for a spacecraft in a 550 km circular polar orbit using the force model from table 1. Each of the three scheduling algorithms was used to compute a tasking plan based on this nominal trajectory. The MDP algorithm was also provided with a distribution of collect times computed using 10 random trajectories with initial conditions sampled from the orbit determination covariance Σ orbit . Tests were run on a machine with 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 with 16 GB of memory. The MILP problem was solved using Gurobi.
For the 600 image test cases, nominal predicted reward of the Graph-based, MILP, and MDP plans were 546, 552, and 489, respectively. It is important to note that in this scenario only 552 out of the 600 targets were found to have imaging opportunities, which means that the MILP formulation was able to find an optimal policy that captures entire planning reward. The result is understandable, since the MILP formulation provides the most complete exploration of the decision space. The graph-based approach also performs well due to its more thorough search exploration of the decision space. The MDP approach performs the worst of the three when there is no uncertainty in the trajectory because it uses a small look-ahead when choosing actions compared to the other techniques that consider the entire planning space. Table 4 shows the results of evaluating each plan against 100 randomized trajectories drawn from the relevant distribution. It can be seen that the mean rewards of all planning techniques closely track one another for all test cases. While it might be initially surprising that the mean reward for the graph-based approach outperforms the MDP approach even in the presence of uncertainties, it is important to remember that initial condition errors are drawn from a normal distribution, which means that the majority of the simulated trajectories will not have significant deviations from the nominal trajectory. When the trajectory deviations are small, it is expected that the alternative approaches will outperform the MDP approach as seen from the nominal case. Table 5 shows how increasing the number of imaging targets to 1200 affects the performance of the planning algorithms. The runtime of the non-MDP methods drastically increases with the size of the problem. The MILP formulation was not able to converge on a solution within a 12-hour time limit. Because of the bounded nature of the forward search algorithm, the MDP solution time did not grow as drastically with the number of imaging targets. The improved runtime performances indicate that a sub-optimal online approach could be of interest to mission planning when In all cases, the MDP formulation has the smallest variance in the realized reward. This result shows that by including distribution of target visibility in the planning process the MDP algorithm is able to generate a tasking plan more robust to the trajectory uncertainties. A smaller variance in the schedule reward indicates that the actions selected by the MDP plan are more frequently feasible.
It is expected that there is a limit to the improvement achieved by accounting for uncertainties. After a certain level of trajectory uncertainty is reached, no precomputed plan can account for the variations present and solutions must be found entirely online.
The MDP formulation's ability to successfully generate improved imaging tasking plans in the presence of large, but not small, trajectory uncertainties suggests a number of areas for further improvement. Other approximate solution techniques such as branch-and-bound, sparse sampling, or Monte Carlo tree search may yield better solutions or improve runtime performance. It would also be worth investigating other methods of state space selection to determine whether a more compact representation of the problem is possible.
Conclusions
This paper showed how uncertainties in orbit determination and trajectory prediction affects imaging opportunities for Earth observing satellite systems. Position errors of 1 km or larger were shown to produce significant differences in predicted imaging opportunity times. We introduced a Markov decision process formulation of the satellite imaging problem. It was shown to be a viable solution approach to the satellite scheduling problem, capable of online-planning with an execution time lower than that of standard approaches. However, due to the size of the state space, the MDP model could only be solved using an approximate forward search algorithm that led to sub-optimal tasking policies. While the MDP model underperformed compared to the Graph and MILP formulations when there was no trajectory prediction error, it outperformed the MILP approach once uncertainty was introduced. It also reduced the variance in the realized reward in the presence of uncertainties. The ease of implementation, robustness, and extensibility of the solution approach indicate that the MDP formulation is well suited for satellite task planning when the system is affected by uncertainties.
